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rich & spacious - a single mic captures the entire guitar, resulting in a warm and lush sound. a genuine vintage microphone with two condenser capsules, the 00-21 has a deep, full-bodied sound. the bottom mic captures the full rich bass tones of the 00-21, while the top mic is more gentle and open, preserving the bright treble of the guitar. the 00-21 is an incredibly versatile guitar that fits the needs of any style of playing, from finger picking to lead. whether on acoustic or electric, both the 00-21 and pickled acoustic's pickled acoustic will create warm tones that highlight your guitar work. quality & ease - a single dynamic mic captures the full range of the guitar, from the bright treble to the deep bass tones. with its single mic, the 00-21 will never sound "narrow" or "nasty" as other guitars. the 00-21 lets guitarists create
rich and versatile tones that perfectly match their own style of playing. triple delights - pickled acoustic captures the depth and character of an amazing vintage 00-21, while providing the perfect complement of a classic, vintage guitar sound. the 00-21 captures the warmth and tone of a particular guitar, while offering a choice of two microphones to best suit your style of playing. pickled acoustic also provides three distinct sound options: a pleasure to play - the 00-21 has a bright and clear tone, and a resonance that is right at the edge of the playable range for guitarists. pickled acoustic offers all three settings, and is an ideal partner for guitarists looking for a tone that will provide the rich tones of a clean, vintage microphone, but that also offers the tonal flexibility of picking up more bottom end and treble than most
acoustics.
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the '60s was a time of experimentation and change, but once the 1960s ended and the '70s began, the guitar changed once more. the '70s brought the acoustic guitar back to popularity as the guitar that could sing and support the vocals and band. the instrument that was once discarded or looked down on as a cheap instrument,
now became the number one instrument to use when playing a musical instrument. over the years, the popularity of the acoustic guitar has increased, and it now can be seen in rock bands, jazz groups, and even classical groups, as well as in acoustic duos and groups. over the years, there have been many innovations in guitar
technology, and guitar sounds and tones have come a long way. the needs and wants of the guitar player have changed as well, and the instrument has been created to meet all of those needs. the electric guitar, which was created to have a rich, loud, and low tone, now has a bright, clear, and articulate tone, and it is changing
guitar players and guitar sounds in a huge way. it is now possible for guitarists to play multiple guitar parts at once, and it is possible to use guitars to create a unique sound for every guitar player. songs vol.2 multi kontakt is a production of the swedish multi-platinum, grammy-nominated band sångs. the band has released four
albums, including their latest "songs". the band has sold over 30 million albums. songs vol.2 multi is only available in full version. songs vol.2 multi kontakt is in most cases a simple album you can use as a new fresh sound in your tracks. however, if you want to really explore the quality of our instrument and take full advantage of
its sounds, you need to download the "songs vol.2 multi kontakt" full version. 5ec8ef588b
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